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Nepacs – What we do
Our Values
Supportive

Welcoming
Positive

Respectful
Trustworthy

Our Mission
To support prisoners and ex-prisoners, their families and friends; to reduce the
impact and stigma of imprisonment on their lives and contribute to the positive
rehabilitation of offenders.

Our aims
• Support and assist prisoners, families and friends of prisoners
in their visits to the prison and in their life outside the prison
• Ensure that children visiting relatives in prison will feel welcome
and find the experience as pleasant as possible
• Relieve hardship due to the poverty of some offenders and
their families
• Support the education and training of offenders, and
other processes which may assist their rehabilitation
• Raise public awareness through the collection and publication
of information relating to criminal justice matters and to the
prevention of crime.
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Nepacs numbers 2020/21

897

1,700 activity packs
provided to children and
young people

271

men and women
supported during Early Days in
Custody in reception prisons
through casework

200 befriending calls

made to individuals subject
to probation services

1184

grants were awarded

269

individuals received
one to one family and parenting
support in the community

men and women
supported on the day of release
through departure lounges and
378 prisoners and families
supported prior to release
through our re:settle project

228

volunteers* across
the region

86

young men in HMP
& YOI Deerbolt with care
experience supported for the
first time

*approximate figures
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Message from the
Chief Executive
I can barely believe that...
I have been in the role of CEO for Nepacs for one
year now. They do say that time flies when you
are having fun, and I have certainly enjoyed my
first year getting to know and lead such a fantastic
organisation.
Joining Nepacs in the middle of an
unprecedented global pandemic, with all of
us working from home and not being able to
have that physical day-to-day contact, has been
tricky. But as ever, the Nepacs team has shown
they can rise to any challenge. Thanks to their
ingenuity, and helped along by investment in
IT, we’ve all found ways to stay connected and
navigate our way through some of the most
challenging times we have ever faced.
One of the biggest challenges has been managing
the impact of the pandemic on our core
service – providing support to people affected
by imprisonment. Over the past 18 months, the
visitors’ centres have been empty and stark places,
far from their usual vibrant, ‘buzzing’ selves. With
many of our staff and volunteers temporarily
standing down from direct delivery, we have
needed to find new ways of reaching out and
offering our vital services. But I’ve been blown away
by the resilience and determination of our teams
who have diversified services and maintained
contact and support to families and individuals
who have needed us more than ever.

I also believe our experience working with the
most vulnerable and stigmatised people in our
society - supported by our values, creativity and
determination to do things differently - positions
us well to provide those services others may not
want to be involved in. This gives us space to
grow and develop for the benefit of those who
most need help.
Thank you to all of our staff, volunteers, trustees and
our many supporters. Here’s to continued success!

Amanda Lacey
Chief executive

Our trustees

President

Patrons

Vice Presidents

Ruth Cranfield
Right Reverend Paul Butler, Bishop of Durham
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As well as overcoming these operational
challenges, we have achieved a number of other
positive outcomes, building on our work so we
can help even more people going forward. These
successes give me huge confidence that if we can
continue to grow during such adverse times, there
literally will be no stopping us in the future. It is a
future in which I envisage Nepacs extending our
delivery of preventative work with individuals and
families alike. It also means expanding our preand post-release rehabilitation work to prevent
future reoffending and the devastating impact of
crime and imprisonment.

Professor Stuart Corbridge, Vice
Chancellor & Warden, Durham University

Roger Statham
The Baroness Maeve Sherlock OBE
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Chairman’s report

My first full year as...

The Youth Endowment Fund has supported the
development of virtual working in the youth
project. The Parental Rights project has kicked
off in Low Newton. Perhaps most importantly
we have been successful in becoming a provider
of family support for the new probation service
in the north east, in partnership with the St Giles
Wise partnership.

Chair has been more than a little eventful. Our
long time CEO Helen Attewell decided to retire
and Covid led to a national lock down. However
my experiences are nothing compared to that
of prisoners and their families. Isolation has had
a completely different meaning for those on the
inside, virtually cut off from social contact and
their families. This will lead to significant long
terms impacts for everyone in the criminal justice
system as family relationships struggle to survive.
We will be part of rebuilding these relationships
that help protect people from homelessness,
depression, unemployment and reoffending.
We have worked flat out to provide services
throughout the year looking to find new and
innovative ways of delivering our services. Visitor
centres have remained closed and staff struggled
to stay in contact with their clients. Nepacs itself
has come through relatively unscathed through
careful management, the help of charitable trusts
and the HMPPS compensation scheme. We look
to build back stronger and more active than ever.
Amanda Lacey, our new CEO and her team, have
had some notable successes. We have managed
to sustain and build on the programme in Deerbolt
for those who have experienced care through the
support of the Swire Trust and HMP Deerbolt itself.
The early days in custody project has made a great
start in HMPs Durham and Low Newton.

The closure of visitors’ centres during Covid has
been a major blow. They are a key part of our
contact with families which staff have sought to
compensate for in many new ways - providing
activity packs, promoting contact through cards,
photos and letters and doing all we can to support
access through video calls etc. We have also lost
the income from the tea bars which provided an
important income stream.
All in all I am very proud with the way the whole
organisation has responded to the difficulties we
have faced. It is testament to the commitment
we all have to the work we do! I would like to
thank all our volunteers and staff for their sterling
efforts through these difficult times. THANK YOU!

Mark Weeding
Chairman

Board of Trustees 2020/21
Chair Mark Weeding
Vice Chair Russell Bruce / Jenny Mooney
(from 16 November 2020)

Acting Treasurer Sareth Nainby-Luxmoore
Secretary Margaret Smith
Membership Secretary Linda Lovell
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David Abrahams
Jim Black
Richard Booth

(to 5 November 2020)

Rev Katherine Brooke
Donald Mackay
(resigned 8 May 2020)

Jenny Mooney
(joined 1 October 2020)

Kath Ogilvie
Sheila Seacroft
Margaret Stockdale
Elizabeth Thompson
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Support at courts

With lockdown being introduced in March 2020,
this hit our support at courts project particularly
hard as it meant families or loved ones of
defendants were not able to attend court, and
our staff and volunteers were not able to go into
the courts to offer support to defendants. Court
cases that were processed tended to rely on
video technology where possible and many of
the courts were closed for much of the year.
Our support at courts coordinator has maintained
regular contact with court’s managers and our
team of volunteers, and they were very excited to
go back in the courts by the end of summer 2021.
Telephone support has continued to be available
to loved ones worried about a friend or relative
attending court, and the team have worked closely
with the new early days in custody project helpline
to coordinate support offering. The project has also
continued to receive referrals from the National
Probation Service and POLIT team at Teesside
Combined Courts, and offered this support to
families by telephone, rather than in person.
We are extremely grateful to the Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation who allowed our coordinator role to
be furloughed during the pandemic therefore
enabling funding for the project to be retained
and project extended. We would also like to offer
our thanks to other funders who are helping us to
sustain the Newcastle Crown Court service.
2021 will see the team facing a new challenge of
getting the service back up and running in all three
Crown Courts and plans being developed to help
sustain the project in the future, when funding
from Esmée Fairbairn Foundation ends. We hope
that grant funders or other agencies will see the
benefit that this service offers at the start of the
criminal justice journey for so many families and
help us to sustain the service in the long term.
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New Helpline
launched
329 people supported
451 enquiries taken
23

helpline volunteers trained
who cover 26 hours of helpline
sessions per week.
The Nepacs North East helpline was
launched on 1 September 2020 offering
a free and confidential telephone support
service to anyone involved in the criminal
justice system. Volunteers have offered
support to individuals and their family/
significant others involved in the criminal
justice system from the point of arrest, to
court, prison and on release.

“You are a lifeline
to me, nobody else
will talk to me”

“Thanks again so
much, just knowing
there is someone to
talk to who knows the
(prison) procedures is
a peace of mind”
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Early days in custody project – the story so far!

271

men and women
supported in prison
through casework

1,927

pieces of work carried
out with prisoners
as an immediate
response to COVID

The Early Days in Custody Project, which was
established in HMP Durham and HMP&YOI Low
Newton and includes the Nepacs helpline, has
had an incredible first year despite working
through a pandemic. The project is funded
for three years by National Lottery Reaching
Communities fund and a legacy gift from the
Newcastle and Northumberland Police Courts
Mission Fund.
On the first day of the project, 1 April 2020, the
team decided that the priority was to offer a
response to the pandemic crisis. They worked
with family support workers within the reception
prisons, outside of the 2 weeks early days period,
which ensured men and women in prison could
access continued support when necessary.
By working closely with Citizens Advice
County Durham (CACD) the team improved
their knowledge of financial information and
signposting, and commissioned training for
Nepacs staff and volunteers to ensure we are
equipped to support families/ significant others
whose financial circumstances have changed
as a result of the imprisonment of a loved one.
Thanks to a grant from the National Lottery the
team were also able to increase the hours within
the Early Days in Custody Project for 6 months
to be able to further respond to COVID-19 at a
time when the prisons were under resourced.
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1,335

people offered additional
First Time Visitor support
when booking video
calls and prison visits

25

cards submitted by
prisoners for the Early
Days COVID-19 card
making competition

500

Over
men sent a photo of
themselves to their loved
one with this Stay Safe
rainbow.

889

brief interventions
completed with
prisoners

173

Easter Card making
kits delivered to new
prisoners for them to
send to loved ones.

34

homework
activity packs sent to
children of prisoners

Worked with the wider
Nepacs family support
team to acquire donations
for prisoners and created
‘new release packs’ which
all prisoners could access.
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Support for visitors

With visits being cancelled for much of 2020/21
due to Covid, prisoners and their loved ones
struggled without regular face to face contact.
Our visitors centres were closed for the majority
of the year and our visits, play and catering
teams have spent much of the year working from
home, furloughed or undertaking a wide range of
training.
Those who were able to go back into the visitors’
centres when visits were cancelled helped out
in other ways by supporting video calls, offering
a telephone support service, and responding to
enquiries from people worried about their loved
one in prison.

Durham booked visits team – From 29
June 2020 to 31 March 2021 received
4,150 applications for a video call.
2,004 invitations sent, with 1,636 going
on to receive a video call invite. This
work was in addition to booking social
visits when they were reintroduced for
short periods during the year.
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As visits restarted, when lockdown restrictions
were eased, our teams worked with the prisons
to make the visits as friendly and comfortable as
possible, despite the social distancing measures
that needed to be in place. The normally friendly
and welcoming visitors’ centres were drastically
different from what we were used to providing,
with only small numbers of visitors on each
session and visits times cut to less than an hour.
However, many families who were able to visit
were thrilled and grateful to have the opportunity
to see their loved one again, despite the face
masks, distancing and lack of contact.
For some these arrangements were too difficult
to cope with, particularly those with children and
they chose not to visit and rely on other forms of
communication to keep in touch such as video
calls. Our visits teams in some sites provided a key
role in helping families to book these video calls
and to navigate problems they were experiencing.
Our teams have worked hard throughout the year
to support the prisons to bring visits back in a
safe way and as 2021 progresses we will see our
friendly and supportive visits service (including
play facilities and refreshments) reintroduced.
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Supporting relationships
during custody
Family support in prison

817 prisoners received specialist family support
Our family support team continued to provide
specialist case work support to prisoners and their
families this year, finding new ways to establish
and maintain contact throughout the pandemic.
The family support teams funded by HMPPS,
Durham Tees Valley CRC and our grant funded
projects (early days in custody team and care
leavers project) worked together to ensure
the prisoners received much needed support
throughout their time in custody. This included
innovative creative arts projects, photo projects
for loved ones and supporting prisoners and their
loved ones to book video calls.
With special family visits not being possible, family
support workers also linked up with our play and
youth teams to provide special craft activity packs
for families. These were sent out during school
holidays and to help promote the virtual activities
offered to children of prisoners.

“I’ve found the support really
helpful and understood it
perfect. It’s meant a lot to me
to have the things you’ve put
in place to help me.”

“Sarah has really helped me out
on giving me information and
helping me out getting free legal
advice. I recommend anyone
in my situation to get a family
support worker. She’s done
everything she can to help me.”
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“Thanks for your
support. It means a lot
to me and the kids, it
shows that I am trying to
change my life around
but this is just the start.
Once again thank you.”
Supporting prisoners was made difficult by the
restricted prison regimes in establishments.
Therefore contact was made through kiosks and
cell phones, rather than the preferred face to face
contact. In Low Newton, where staff were not able
to go on site, our family engagement coordinator
linked in remotely to advise and support prison
staff with complex peri-natal cases and family
matters. Group work such as our Heading Home
re:connect programme and Dads courses were
not possible but the team offered this support on
a one to one basis as required.
After a difficult year, the probation changes that
took place in June 2021 meant we said goodbye
to our DTV CRC through the gate family support
team which led to reduced family support capacity
in all establishments. We will continue to work with
the prisons and probation services to promote the
benefits of specialist family support provision and
to build capacity for this vital work in all north east
prisons.

Supporting prisoners’ relationships outside
of prison is considered to help prevent
reoffending and reduce intergenerational
crime. (Strengthening prisoners family ties policy
framework HM Prison & Probation Service/
Ministry of Justice (2019).
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Helping children and young people

To visit a loved one in prison
With visits cancelled for much of the year, our play area
and youth teams were not able to support children
visiting a loved one in prison in the normal way. Play and
youth zones remained closed and the teams worked
closely throughout the year to find new ways to reach
out and support children during lockdown. This included
You Tube video activities, fun activity packs, and virtual
group activities on Zoom. They also produced a range
of new materials featuring Buddy the dog and created a
range of activities to share across sites.
At Holme House and Durham, in preparation for some
Christmas visits, the teams also decorated the centres
to create a warm, festive welcome to anyone visiting.
A grant from the High Sheriff of Northumberland
and donations to our Big Give Christmas Challenge
provided much needed funds for us to provide
activity and family day craft packs, and equipment
for children who were able to visit the prison (such
as colouring in and craft activities that could be
undertaken at their tables).

In the community
The support we offer through our youth project to
children and young people impacted by imprisonment
of a parent or loved one has expanded significantly
during 2020/21 thanks to continued funding from BBC
Children in Need, Ballinger Trust and new grants from
the Northumbria Police and Crime Commissioner’s
Supporting Victims Fund and Youth Endowment Fund.
The youth project team were not able to offer outreach
trips and residentials this year due to restrictions, or to
support children during visits, but they worked with
our play and visits teams to provide activity packs after
visits and during school holidays for older children to
enjoy at home.
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Play and youth workers recorded story
time, rhyme time and other craft or fun
activities for children and young people.

Virtual youth work

In October 2020 we recruited a virtual
youth worker to support young people
aged eight to 17 years impacted by having
a relative in prison. This service provided a
safe and welcoming forum, which helped
young people to develop self-confidence
and build new friendships from their own
homes. Play workers also offered virtual
group activities for younger children and
in April 2021 they presented their first
Facebook Live for Easter.

We have offered face to face and virtual

49 young people
We have delivered 20 weekly virtual group
1:1 support to

sessions to young people impacted by parental
imprisonment
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“Hi, my daughter received her Xmas card and activity pack today and was
absolutely over the moon. From what she described, the quantity and
quality of the contents in the activity pack was superb, so I just wanted
to drop this note to say THANK YOU. Really appreciate the assistance.
Hope all of you at Nepacs have a Merry Xmas. All the Best”.

Fun craft and activity packs
Over 1,700 activity packs were provided to children
after a visit (and in some cases during visits to give
them something fun to do at their tables) or sent
out during school holidays in place of our usual
special family days and homework clubs (HMP
Durham). We hope that play areas and family visits
get back up and running as soon as possible in
order to give families an opportunity to bond in an
informal and fun environment, and to make it easier
for children to visit their loved ones in prison.

Young carers
On Monday 2 November 2020 Nepacs was
presented with The Bridge Young Carers
Neighborhood Charter. Family Action’s
The Bridge Young Carers Service has
been working in partnership with Nepacs
in County Durham to achieve County
Durham’s Young Carers Charter - which
Nepacs originally received in July 2013.

One to one
support work
1:1 support work was available for
young people, thanks to a grant from
Northumbria PCC to provide a dedicated 1:1
support worker for children struggling with
the experience of having a close family
member in prison. Referrals are received
from schools, social workers and other
agencies and since schools went back
after lockdown the number of referrals
increased significantly.
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“Hello, we just want to say a huge thank you for
the Christmas package my children received.
We weren’t expecting it and it really did put a
smile on all of our faces. It’s such a lovely thing
to do for the children. My husband went to
prison at the beginning of February so we only
got to visit him twice before the lockdown so
it really hit my children hard as we hadn’t even
got used to him being in prison then to not be
able to see him either really had a huge effect
on us all. I’m just getting over Covid and have
felt a lot of pressure being on my own with the
kids so for the box to turn up on our doorstep
right at that time just really lifted me.”
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Supporting care experienced
young people
86 new young men in HMP Deerbolt supported

A feature of the project this year
was a range of creative activities
introduced to help the young men
express themselves and to talk about
the challenges they face as care
experienced young people in custody.
This included writing poetry and
taking part in art workshops.
Nepacs and Blue Cabin also
completed a small arts project with
12 care experienced residents in
Deerbolt from November 2020 to
March 2021. The residents received
a box of creative aid with in-cell
activities and took part in small group
sessions to explore more creative
expression involving ‘doodle jam’.

Throughout the pandemic, our care leaver support
worker Gail Kirkby worked tirelessly and creatively
with the young men in HMP Deerbolt who had
experience of being in care. This included small
group work activities and one to one support to help
improve contact for care experienced residents of
Deerbolt with their local authority personal advisors,
families, carers and significant others; and to improve
their chances of having a successful resettlement
following release from prison by supporting them to
feel connected to their communities.
The Paving the Way group programme co-produced
by care experienced young men and women from
Deerbolt and Low Newton, also passed the Tees and
Wear Prisons interventions board approval process
towards the end of the year. We are now excited to
see the programme rolled out to other prisons across
the country. The project received further recognition
during National Care Leavers’ Awareness Week
(26 October – 1 November 2020), when a former
resident of HMP Deerbolt helped to spread the word
on National Prison Radio, alongside the HMPPS
lead for care leavers, about the issues affecting care
experienced young people in custody.
Our care leaver awareness training also received
very positive feedback from Deerbolt staff, care
leaver champions and other Nepacs and voluntary
sector staff.
The project was sustained last year thanks to
charitable funding from Nepacs, a grant from Swire
Charitable Trust and HMPPS funding. The project is
expected to continue to go from strength to strength
thanks to further grant funding in 2021 from Swire
Charitable Trust which will enable the team to expand
and provide support to even more care experienced
young men in future years.
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Support through the gate

Departure lounges
Our Departure Lounges, which operated
from the visitors centres at HMPs
Durham, Holme House, Low Newton and
Northumberland, helped 897 men and
women on their day of release from
prison last year.
Our through the gate workers provided
information and support pre-release and
on the day of release, as well as a warm,
welcoming space to meet with family
members or probation workers.
This service was delivered in partnership with
Durham Tees Valley Community Rehabilitation
Company (DTVCRC) and Northumbria
CRC helping with the transition back to the
community when people are resettling in the
north east after serving a prison sentence.
Thanks to the overwhelming response to our
Winter Bag Appeal (which raised over £410
plus gift aid and resulted in many donations
from individuals and organisations to our
departure lounges) we were also able to give
out 227 release, toiletry, or homeless packs as
well as clothing packs and food bank vouchers
– responding to the needs of the individual
being released.
A massive thank you to everyone who
donated.

378

prisoners and family/friends
received re:settle support
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Comments from women leaving
Low Newton included:

‘’Ah, you’ve really spoiled
me! Is this all for me?
Thank you so much”

‘’Deodorant!!! You’ve no
idea how excited I am
to have deodorant!”

Heading Home
Our Heading Home Re:Connect
and Re:settle programmes were
mainstreamed within the through the
gate work we delivered with Durham
and Tees Valley CRC and delivered in
other establishments by our family
support and visits teams. However due
to Covid restrictions in place we were
unable to deliver the Re:Connect group
programme during the year, although
2 prisoners at Deerbolt undertook the
programme.
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Community based family and
parenting support
269 Individuals received one-to-one support from our team of three workers
Our community-based family and parenting
team have been supporting people with
criminal convictions since October 2015, as
part of Northumbria Community Rehabilitation
Company (CRC). Sadly, this was its last year, as
probation reform meant that the service came
to an end in June 2021.

“I got support to go through the
court process and everything was
explained and I got help filling in
forms and talking to Cafcass. This has
helped me stay out of trouble. I could
have easily gone down the wrong
path but going to court for the kids
has stopped me.” Service user

Over the past year the service has evolved
extensively in response to the changing
landscape brought about by Covid-19 as the team
delivered all services remotely. This included
the parenting programme which was delivered

through individually tailored packs, which were
worked through with the family and parenting
worker over the phone. Through telephone
contact, the team continued to provide practical
advice and support. Much of the support
focused on individuals working with probation
who needed to navigate the Family Courts – ie
supporting men wishing to see/secure more
contact with their children. In most cases, this
support was offered via the McKenzie Friend
function, where applicants can have the support
from an independent person.
On top of all of the Covid 19 adaptations, the
team of three workers also had to come to
terms with the changes to probation services
in June 2021, which resulted in the service
coming to an end and the staff moving to new
organisations or teams.
The team can be proud of what they achieved
over the past five years and the difference they
made to almost 2,000 men and women subject
to probation services, and their families or loved
ones.

Louise Mann, Head of Business Change for Northumbria CRC
said of the team:
“Nepacs’ Family and Parenting Team was a new initiative driven by Northumbria CRC desire
to increase family support provision in the community for our Service Users… A symbol
of their success is the volume of referrals that they now receive from Responsible Officers
who really value their work. The team is embedded in Northumbria CRC offices, but what
impresses me most about the team is their dedication to going the extra mile with our
service users and the energy and passion they have for the work.”
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Volunteer befrienders
help reduce isolation
Kiran, a volunteer for the befriending project
“My role as a befriender includes making telephone calls to 5
people on a weekly/fortnightly basis. During phone calls, I have
positive and uplifting conversations whilst providing some
helpful advice on how to spend their time in a pro-social manner.
Many of the people I speak to are often socially isolated and
require support to feel connected to the outside world. It is
extremely fulfilling to know that I can make a positive difference
to someone’s day and make them feel less lonely. It is amazing
to see the progress that they have made since the initial call and
the lovely relationships I have developed with them.”

We were really excited to start working with
Volunteering Matters in February 2021, to deliver
a new volunteer telephone befriending service
to people serving community sentences or on
license with probation in the North West, North
Yorkshire and Humberside.
The service was available 7 days a week, initially for
five months but due to its success it was extended
to 7 months, and Nepacs was asked to take on the
North East service for the final two months.
The aim of the project was to support those
feeling isolated, lonely and in need of a warm,
positive, chat and support. As well as general
conversations, we were able to encourage
people to make the most of the way they spent
their time during the pandemic, such as advising
people about positive podcasts, healthy living,
exercise and mentoring schemes for those who
have recently lost a limb and are struggling to
adapt to their lives with a physical disability.
We even helped someone set up online shopping
as it was expensive to get a taxi to and from the
supermarket.
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This was a new and exciting initiative for Nepacs
which made a difference for those it supported,
many of whom have no local support from family
and friends.

“It means so much to get a call
and to be able to talk to someone
during the week. I don’t really
talk to anyone else.”

“The service has helped me a
lot. Having someone to talk to
and off load to someone has really
helped. I hope it carries on.”

From Feb to end March 2021 the service
received 64 referrals and 200 calls were
made by a team of 20 volunteer befrienders.
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Grants for prisoners
and their families
“What a pleasure, I would like
to write a letter of thanks to
the No 1 Gov as you have been
so helpful and kind to me.”
In a year that has brought extreme challenges
throughout Nepacs, the grants scheme has been
no exception. Covid measures have inevitably
brought increased difficulties to individuals and
their families, resulting in a higher than ever
demand for help. From every side there have
been additional problems: for those professionals
applying, for their clients, and for us. There have
been particular difficulties for those in prison, as
sending or handing in clothing has been next to
impossible for most of the year, with very limited
visiting taking place. At a time when family funds
are stretched anyway this has meant many
prisoners have not even been able to receive
money to help to buy clothes. Consequently we
have given a higher proportion of money than
usual to inside grants, much of it via our own family
support workers and in particular our Early Days
in Custody team in HMP Durham, dealing with so
many new remand inmates.
From the point of view of the professionals
applying for grants, there has been considerable
difficulty in organising supervised spends at a time
when there has been no face-to-face contact, and

“Thank you, I’m getting
sentenced to life next week
and I need some kindness
right now.”
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we’d like to salute their heroic and creative efforts
in keeping the system going.
From our perspective, the closure of visitor centres
and tea bars within prisons has meant a drastic dip
in our income and consequently fewer available
funds to help the extra demand. But we do see
the grants scheme as a vital and core activity
of Nepacs itself, and will continue to provide
whatever help we can.
This year in particular we’d like to thank Durham
Tees Valley CRC for their continued financial
support, without which many people’s lives
would have been very diminished this last year.

Grants 2021 to 2022
1% Basic needs
2% Children’s needs
2% Education training
8% Cell hobbies

23% Household goods
26% Clothing inside
2% Miscellaneous
36% Clothing outside

1,184

grants paid to
prisoners and
families this year
- totalling £49,463
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Recognition and rewards

For 15 years, until 2020, Nepacs has been making
awards to highlight the work of exceptional
individuals and teams for innovative good
practice in promoting rehabilitation of offenders.
Since 2018 our awards have been named in
honour of Ruth Cranfield who had the vision and
energy to organise the beginnings of Nepacs
in its present day form. We want to reward,
promote and celebrate that kind of commitment
in others working in the difficult climate of today.
We were very disappointed not to be able to hold
the awards last year, due to Covid, but are delighted
that they will be reinstated in 2021. After a year
like no other, we feel it’s even more important to
give the opportunity to show your appreciation of
the people who have worked unimaginably hard to
deal with the exceptional circumstances.

Staff rewards
2020 was a challenging year for our staff and
volunteers. To help acknowledge how hard
people across the organisation have worked, the
dedication and resilience many have shown, and,
not forgetting the personal impact many endured
as a result of Covid-19, all staff were given an extra
day’s (pro rata) annual leave.
Staff who were on the frontline working in the
prisons during the peak of the pandemic also
received a bonus in July 2020.
We are excited to be recognising our Shining Stars
2020/21 at our awards ceremony that will take
place in the summer of 2021 and long service
awards will once again be presented.

Hidden Heroes
Happy Hidden Heroes Day,
in September 2020, was an
opportunity to pay tribute
to the outstanding #HiddenHeroes in prisons,
probation, youth justice services and across the
whole of Nepacs, for all they’ve done and continue
to do throughout the current crisis. Two of our
Hidden Heroes (Emily Bean and Tracy Hawthorn)
from our early days in custody team received
recognition from their local prison.
Emily was honoured with a Performance
Recognition Award from HMP Low Newton for
continuing to provide an outstanding family
support service to prisoners and their loved ones
throughout the Covid-19 pandemic.
Tracy Hawthorn, was chosen by the prison
governor to take part in their Hidden Heroes day
video on behalf of HMP Durham.
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Covid
puts
holidays
on hold
This year, due to
Covid, we were
sadly unable to
offer free caravan holidays to families
for the first time since we set up the
scheme in the mid 20th century.
We hope to get the scheme back up
and running in late 2021 so we can give
children and their families a much
needed break and respite.
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What our service users told us

To help inform the development of support for
prisoners and their loved ones during Covid-19
within north east prisons Nepacs visits and family
support staff initiated a survey in September 2020
to gather their feedback. The survey asked a series
of questions about their experience of lockdown,
how they had kept in touch with their loved ones,
social visits, video calls and the impact on their
family relationships.

480 surveys returned in total, from six

of our prisons, between September 2020 and
January 2021
Feedback from prisoners and their loved ones
demonstrated that lack of association time,
time out of cells in purposeful activity and the
whole lockdown experience has been extremely
challenging for prisoners with almost all of
them stating the impact on their mental health,
wellbeing, physical health and relationships.
However, those who had continued to work in
prisons during lockdown and therefore had had
time out of cells in a purposeful activity stated that
this had helped them cope better.
The majority of residents and their loved ones
did miss face to face contact and visits, the
opportunity to hug their loved one and speak to
them in person. Although there were other means
available to help them maintain contact.

“The visit was very restrictive. As we
were 2 metres apart and wearing masks
it was difficult to have meaningful,
private conversation. The visits room
was noisy because we all had to raise
our voices. I wasn’t able to hug my
children which was distressing but
at least I could see them.”
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About keeping in touch
The introduction of video calls was an important
addition to the range of communication methods
open to prison residents and their family members/
loved ones. They give people not able to visit
due to disabilities, distance or financial situation
an alternative to a face to face visits and were
particularly important when visits were not available.
However only 18% of respondents had managed
to have a video call and the majority of those,
although grateful for the opportunity when visits
were cancelled, found numerous problems which
deterred them from having future video calls.
The majority of respondents relied on telephone
calls to keep in touch, with in cell telephones
enabling more regular contact and in some
cases a daily phone call. Some also used Prison
Voicemail, letters and emails to keep in touch. It
was also noted that the extra credit provided
during Covid had been welcomed but more would
have been helpful as they had to choose who to
contact due to limited funds.
The need for face to face visits was particularly
important for children who found video calls or
phone calls difficult and needed to see their loved
one in prison to help develop and maintain bonds.
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About visits
The majority of respondents who were able to
have visits welcomed the opportunity to see
their loved one and the lengths the prisons had
gone to make visits safe, however they found the
restrictions in place were distressing and led to
poor communication.
The waiting time, length of visit and restrictions
deterred some from revisiting while Covid
restrictions were in place and in many cases, these
restrictions prevented families bringing children on
visits for fear that the visit will be cancelled (if the
children don’t sit down or obey the rules) or the
children become distressed at the lack of contact
(hug or sit on loved one’s knee).
All the feedback we received was collated into
a report which has been shared with local
prisons and HMPPS families services, including
suggestions on how to improve the quality and
accessibility of video calls, visits and the other
means of communication currently available to
prisoners’ families. We will continue to work with
other providers, Clinks and HMPPS to improve
opportunities for maintaining contact and
therefore family ties during custody, building on
the feedback we receive from families.

Visitors Voice ‘Virtual’
Peer Support
This year families and loved ones of
prisoners at HMP Deerbolt, Durham,
Frankland, Holme House, Kirklevington
and Northumberland were also offered
the opportunity to join virtual peer
support groups, called Visitors Voice,
rather than our traditional groups which
met in the visitors centres.
The groups aimed to give anyone with a
loved one in a north east prison a ‘voice’
and the chance to:
Share their
experience of
visiting prison,
video calls or other
support received

Receive or give
support to others

Raise any concerns

Offer suggestions
on how the prison
or Nepacs can
improve support for
families or friends
These groups complemented the surveys
being conducted in each site and gave
loved ones the chance to speak with our
staff and others in a similar situation.

If you have any comments, suggestions or complaints
about any of our services please get in touch.
Annual Review 2020 - 2021
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Getting involved

During 2020/21 our friends and supporters found
fun and interesting ways to get involved and help
make a difference to prisoners and their families in
the north east.

Training
Our Hidden Sentence awareness training was
adapted for virtual delivery in the summer and
proved very popular, with over 516 individuals
accessing the training. The training team also
added virtual listening skills and care leaver
awareness training to our offer.

Become a Nepacs member
Our members joined us at our AGM in November
2020 via Zoom and we were delighted to
welcome new members during the year, helping
to spread the word about our work.

Fundraising and donations
The Christmas Big Give appeal once again
generated online donations towards facilities for
children and young
people, including
special family visits.
Our Winter Bag Appeal
was also a big success,
enabling us to provide
toiletry and release
packs for men and
women coming out of
prison; and donations
enabled us to send
books to children
with their activity
packs and to provide
Christmas presents
to children visiting.
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Supporting our
volunteers during
Covid
On 23 March 2020 the national lockdown
due to Covid-19 ceased all volunteering
for Nepacs as many of our projects were
placed on hold. Volunteer recruitment
remained active and we saw a great level
of interest in Nepacs opportunities.
During lockdown, our focus moved to
training and volunteers were invited to
participate in courses relevant to their
roles. We also worked with volunteers
to identify and manage potential risk
factors for returning to active duties.
We sadly put on hold most volunteer
recruitment in November 2020 as
priority was given to supporting staff
returning from furlough and long standing
volunteers returning to their roles.
Although we did recruit new volunteers
for Holme House family support, our care
leavers project and for our helpline and
befriending project during this time.
Despite the healthy number of
volunteers recruited we did have a
number of volunteers unfortunately
retire and sadly we also experienced the
loss of a number of our long standing
and much loved volunteers.
We have been overwhelmed and
particularly grateful for the support and
loyalty of our volunteers during what
has been a very difficult period. Their
commitment to returning to volunteering is
inspiring and we look forward to welcoming
our volunteers back to their roles during 2021.

228

volunteers
Nepacs has approximately
active or ready to return to active volunteering in
the near future.
Opposite is a list of the many donors who have
supported us during the year.
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Our supporters

It is thanks to our many donors, fundraisers and volunteers that we continue to deliver and develop
services to support people impacted by imprisonment and the criminal justice system. We would also
like to pay tribute to our volunteers and trustees who have sadly passed away. Their contribution to
Nepacs was remarkable and the difference they made to the lives of so many will long be remembered.
We are very grateful to the following Trusts, Companies, Churches, groups and individuals who
supported our work this year.
The 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust

Andi Glover

St John’s Church, Nevilles Cross

AB Charitable Trust

Professor D.P Hampshire

The Swire Trust

David Abrahams

Angie Thomson

Amazon Smile

Little Sisters of the Poor Residential
Home Charity Shop

Asda Portrack Lane, Stockton

Lucy Locket Loves

Youth Endowment Fund

BBC Children In Need

Madlug

Belmont Community Association

McDonalds – Middlesbrough and
Stockton

Virgin Money Giving for Nepacs
donations, Christmas ecards,
Festive Fun, Winter Prisoner Bag
Appeal NE, Declutter and Donate,
Night in a Cell:

Bestway Wholesale
Big Give Christmas Challenge
Appeal 2020

Mothers Union All Saints Church,
Newton Hall and Newcastle Diocese

The Topinambour Trust

National Literacy Trust
Middlesbrough

Janice Barnard
Zephyr Boden

National Lottery Community Fund

Northumbria PCC Supporting
Victims Fund

Judith Bumby

Odd Arts

Fiona Booth

The Noel Buxton Trust

HMPPS Innovation Grant

Andrew Davis

Community Foundation Tyne and
Wear and Northumberland: CarrEllison Charitable Trust, Allison
Greenlees Continuation Fund, High
Sheriff of Northumberland Awards,
Pattinson Estate Agents

Laura Kenny

Kat Horsfield

Salvation Army Chester-le-Street

Amanda Lacey

Sir James Knott Trust

Patrice Lawrence

Tees Valley Community Church

Louise Pegler

The Beatrice Laing Trust

The Clothworkers Foundation

Natasha Peurois

The William Leech Charity

Coquet Churches Together

Christian Rennison-Jones

The Estate of Donald Mackay

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme

John Robinson

Kevin Devine

Margaret Underwood - In memory
of Donald Mackay

Gregory Ryan

Debtors Relief Fund

R.W Mann Trust

Durham City Water Polo

Derick Parry

Durham Foodbank

Paypal donations

Durham PCC Community Safety Fund

David Ramsden

Easyfundraising

The Reed Foundation

Elvet Methodist Church, Durham

Mark Reilly

Esmée Fairbairn Foundation

St Hilda’s Trust

Billingham and Stockton Foodbank
Borderline Books

Annual Report
Review 2020
2020 -- 2021
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Sara Barnard
Paula Bolan

Amanda Schofield
H Schofield
Elizabeth Thompson
Claire Turver
Unilink Technology Services
Clare Walker
John Wells
Tina Young
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Finances

Income

61%
11%
6%
18%
2%
2%

Income
£1,403,773

(including £237,733
Restricted Funds)

Prisoner family welfare
Donations and legacies
Young people
Rehabilitative support
Investment income
Management and
labour re-charge

2021

2020

Unrestricted
funds (£)

Restricted
funds (£)

Total funds
(£)

Total funds
(£)

Donations and
legacies

86,776

66,320

153,096

71,835

Prisoner family
welfare

771,701

82,286

853,987

1,510,421

Young people

-

89,127

89,127

50,258

Investment
income

24,798

-

24,798

27,656

Rehabilitative
support

252,785

-

252,785

252,817

Management and
labour re-charge

29,980

-

29,980

49,979

1,166,040

237,733

1,403,773

1,962,966

Total
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Expenditure

73%
0%
6%
18%
3%

Expenditure
£1,426,657

(including £214,978
Restricted Funds)

Prisoner family welfare
Family Holidays
Young people
Rehabilitative support
Grants

2021

2020

Unrestricted
funds (£)

Restricted
funds (£)

Total funds
(£)

Total funds
(£)

914,614

122,241

1,036,855

1,553,307

Young people

-

83,481

83,481

61,543

Family holidays

-

-

-

5,398

Grants to prisoners
families

49,463

-

49,463

53,420

Rehabilitative
support

247,602

9,256

256,858

241,456

Total

1,211,679

214,978

1,426,657

1,915,124

Prisoner family
welfare
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How to find out more
Nepacs and all our staff and volunteers strive to help prisoners, people subject to
probation services and their families or significant others survive a sentence and
navigate a new path to a better future for themselves.
If you would like to find out more information or get involved in our work, as a
volunteer, by making a donation, fundraising or becoming a member of Nepacs,
please get in touch with us at:

Nepacs
20 Old Elvet
Durham City, DH1 3HW
Tel: 0191 3757278
Email: info@nepacs.co.uk
Or visit our website: www.nepacs.co.uk

If you would like to receive a copy of this information in another
language or format please contact us on 0191 3757278.
Charity no: 1088051 Company no: 04216908
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